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CV Carburetor vacuum test with a straw
The CVK40 is technically a bleed type carb, with a variable venturi that's controlled by constant velocity (CV). It's also known as Constant Depression or Constant Vacuum. The 40 in the name represents a 40 mm
venturi exit diameter.
Carburetor vacuum hose? | Bike Talk motorcycle forum
Harley Davidson started equipping models with the CV carburetor in 1989 and has utilized the same carb ever since. A CV carburetor (Constant Velocity) incorporates a vacuum operated slide that varies the venturi
size within the carburetor, thus maintaining a constant velocity.
CV Performance | Harley CV Carburetor Tuning Issues
1988 was the first year Harley used the CV carb and it wasn't so hot. The problem with them that year was that they didn't have an accelerator pump, so the carbs are not as responsive as they should be. The
Modifications will greatly improve the '88 XL's carb but not as much as it will improve the carbs with the pump.
A No-Budget Fix for CV Carbs
The slide moves up into the carburetor body as vacuum is applied to a hole "A" at the bottom rear of the slide. Enlarging this hole causes the slide to move up faster because vacuum is applied faster to the diaphragm
that is attatched to the top of the air slide. ... The Harley CV carb uses an Idle mixture adjustment screw instead of an Idle ...
VOES? What's That?
Now you can disconnect your vacuum hose on the top of the carburetor and your fuel hose (pictured below). ... Removing a Harley Davidson Carburetor: A Step by Step Picture Guide. 1.) Remove the air cleaner cover.
... My Adventures in Rebuilding a 1998 Harley CV Carburetor: Lessons learned.
My Adventures in Rebuilding a 1998 Harley CV Carburetor ...
I was able to tell the friend broke down along side the road look for the vacuum line that fell off. I had to go to the house of the other to find his hose was gone! I told him take his over flow line off his carb, put it on his
petcock and suck. His bike then started. His wrench did his mod. Your decision,,,,
Cv carburetor vacuum petcock bypass
My Adventures in Rebuilding a 1998 Harley CV Carburetor: Lessons learned I had just bought this (new to me) 1998 Dyna a few weeks ago and was so happy. ... I rechecked all my connections on the carburetor
(including the vacuum line) and fired it up. The bike backfired and started right up.
Harley Davidson CV Carburetor Upgrade - shovelhead.us
The carburetor is now ready to be installed back on the engine. Place the fuel line on the carburetor before you place it on the bike. Replace the carburetor, directing the fuel line and choke cable into position as you
move the carburetor into place. Remember to replace the vacuum hose from the VOES to the top rear of the carburetor.
Removing a Harley Davidson Carburetor: A Step by Step ...
For many years Harley-Davidson carbureted models were built with a V.O.E.S. These letters stand for Vacuum Operated Electric Switch. This Harley VOES switch has a very important function on a Harley-Davidson. It
senses vacuum behind the butterfly of the carburetor and advances or retards the ignition timing accordingly.
Harley carburetor parts from CV Performance
I bought a new Harley Davidson Performance 40mm CV Carburetor for my 2006 XL1200R. I wanted to replace the vacuum hose as well (that which goes from under the left side of the tank, just behind the fuel hose, to
the carburetor. I called my local H-D dealer and asked to order it. The parts salesman said that hose is now obsolete.

Harley Cv Carb Vacuum Lines
This winter, I put a Pingle fuel valve in place of the stock vacuum fuel valve and stuffed a screw in a short piece of hose on the vacuum tube from the CV carb.Well I couldn't figure out where the lean sneeze was coming
from ,I know I'm jetted rich so its an leak of some sort so I ripped the exhaust off, dismantled it and cleaned and lubed the joints so they slid freely and bolted to the ...
Harley Carburetor Upgrade - Replace Harley Keihin with ...
How to bypass the vacuum system on your cv vacuum fuel valve. ... Harley Davidson CV Carburetor Cleaning and inspecting AVOID MISTAKES! ... Part 2- Re-routing vacuum lines - Duration: 6:22.
Harley VOES | Fix My Hog
KIPA Carburetor For Harley Davidson Dyna Electra Glide Fatboy Softail Sportster 1200 XLH1200 Sportster 883 XL883 XLH883# 27490-04 CV40 CV 40mm Tuned Performance Including a free gift new spark plug
CV Carb vacuum - Harley Riders USA Forums
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Complete vacuum slide assembly for Harley CV carburetors. Replaces original H-D p/n #27585-88. Slide replacement is recommended when the diaphragm eventually becomes pinched or torn, or if the vacuum port
hole has been modified by drilling 1/8" or larger causing driveability problems.
CV Carburetor Modifications - nightrider.com
I'm testing the diaphragm vacuum by manually blowing air into a carburetor. It was a little tricky filming it because it left me with one hand, but you get the idea. I received a lot of knowledge ...
Modifying vacuum petcock for no vacuum | V-Twin Forum
If there is a vacuum leak the gas will be drawn into the leak and cause the engine RPM to slow or fluctuate. DO NOT PERFORM THIS NEAR AN OPEN FLAME. Again it should be emphasized, the #1 cause of carburetor
related problems on a Harley or other V-Twin motorcycle is VACUUM LEAKS. The CV carb is dependent upon vacuum to function properly.
DUDEWORLD - H-D Constant Velocity (CV) Carburettor
Harley Davidson started equipping models with the CV carburetor in 1989 and has utilized the same carb ever since. A CV carburetor (Constant Velocity) incorporates a vacuum operated slide that varies the venturi
size within the carburetor, thus maintaining a constant velocity. The slide also holds a needle that when lifted by the opening slide
The Keihin CVK-40 Carburetor - Gadget's Fixit Page
The VOES is connected by a hose to a fitting on the intake manifold or carburetor. Inside the VOES is a diaphragm, a spring, and a set of electrical contacts. The switch has only two positions: on, and off, and they are
selected by vacuum through the hose pulling the diaphragm up and turning the switch ON, or the spring pushing it back to OFF.
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